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                                                                 5-OCH3-DIPT

 -  June ~4 (Thursday) 1975  8:45AM 1.0mg no effects

 ±  June ~10 (Tuesday)  '75 10:20AM 1.8mg Visited LF at Dow - Bridge at ~12:00
                                          with noticeable tremor - hand shakes -
                                          poor bridge. dilation? prob. no effects.

 -  June ~28 (Sat)     1975 10:10AM 2.5mg slight teeth rubby - no effects.

 +  July ~17 (Wed)      '75 10:40AM 3.2mg real threshold - or a bit more!
                                real time
                                  :20 mild light-headed - nice
                                  :30 light intox. very nice - look forward 
                                      to more.
                                  :50 walked out to mail. gentle sparkle and
                                      compelling amazement at my hands - quite
                                      apart from me - sensory anesthesia? -
                                      a warm, friendly, allied world about me.
                                 1:30 signs of dropping
                                 1:35 B1 - magnificent -
                                 1:45 (12:25PM) definitely dropping off - slight
                                      residual tooth-rub.
                                 3:05 drove well - completely out.

 ++ July  30 1975 (Wed)  ATS 9:30AM 4.0mg real time 0:00 real effects.
             0:25 Knees a bit wobbly - something is happening.
             0:35 orgasm-like feeling on face, in eyes, at temples- erotic!
             0:55 spaced - completely delightful - some light flickers (above
                  line of sight) - enjoy play on words. light lighting, ect
             1:10 Tom phoned - strong startle Rx - MMDA-2 info! 209 ≡ 209
                  am I past peak?
             3:00 completely out.             

 +  August 27 1975 10:15AM 5.0mg 0:00
              0:15 light of head? dry of nose? psychosomatic
              0:20 slight muscular shakes
              0:23 on it comes - nice
              0:30 full. slight dilation
              0:50 whatever I went to attend to, is fully amplified. I
                   keep moving about with my eyes, ears, senses, to see where
                   they will adjust. Music, a symphony from a 3" speaker
                   is artificial - the piano (real) is excellent
              1:15 maybe down a bit. Ted came, wanted 50 ml HOAc - handled
                   well. 2:00 substantially out.

 +++ Sept ? 1975 9:30AM 6.0mg. - notes on page 191
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